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Top Strengths inML+XCollaboration

Cross-disciplinary research refers to research and creative practices that involve two or more aca-
demic disciplines (Jeffrey 2003; Karniouchina, Victorino, andVerma 2006). These activitiesmay
range from those that simply place disciplinary insights side by side to much more integrative
or transformative approaches (Aagaard-Hansen 2007; Muratovski 2011). Cross-disciplinary re-
searchmatters, because (1) it provides an understanding of complex problems that require amul-
tifaceted approach to solve; (2) it combines disciplinary breadth with the ability to collaborate
and synthesize varying expertise; (3) it enables researchers to reach a wider audience and com-
municate diverse viewpoints; (4) it encourages researchers to confront questions that traditional
disciplines do not ask while opening up new areas of research; and (5) it promotes disciplinary
self-awareness about methods and creative practices (Urquhart et al. 2011; O’Rourke, Crowley,
and Gonnerman 2016; Miller and Leffert 2018).

One of the most popular cross-disciplinary research topics/programs isMachine Learning +
X (orData Science +X). Machine learning (ML) is amethod of data analysis that automates an-
alytical model building. It is a branch of artificial intelligence based on the idea that systems can
learn from data, identify patterns, and make decisions with minimal human intervention. ML
has been used in a variety of applications (Murthy 1998), such as email filtering and computer
vision; however, most applications still fall in the domain of computer science and engineering.
Recently, the power ofML+X , whereX can be any other discipline (such as physics, chemistry,
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biology, sociology, and psychology), is well recognized. ML tools can reveal profound insights
hiding in ballooning datasets (Kohavi et al. 1994; Pedregosa et al. 2011; Kotsiantis 2012; Mul-
lainathan and Spiess 2017).

However, cross-disciplinary research, whichML+X is part of, is challenging. Collaborating
with investigators outside one’s own field requires more than just adding a co-author to a paper
or proposal. True collaborations will not always be without conflict—lack of information leads
to misunderstandings. For example, ML experts would have little domain knowledge in the field
of X ; and researchers in X might not understand ML either. The knowledge gap limits the
progress of collaborative research.

So how can we start and manage successful cross-disciplinary research? What can we do to
facilitate collaborative behaviors? In this essay, I will compare cross-disciplinary ML research
to “happy marriages,” discussing some characteristics they share. Specifically, I will present the
top strengths of conducting cross-disciplinary ML research and give two examples based on my
experience of collaborating with historians and psychologists.

Marriage is oneof themost common“collaborative”behaviors. Couples expect tohavehappy
marriages, just like collaborators expect to have successful project outcomes (Robinson andBlan-
ton 1993; Pettigrew 2000; Xu et al. 2007). Extensive studies have revealed the top strengths of
happy marriages (DeFrain and Asay 2007; Gordon and Baucom 2009; Prepare/Enrich, n.d.),
which can be reflected in cross-disciplinary ML research. Here I focus on five of them:

1. Collaborators (“partners” in the language of marriage) are satisfied with communication.

2. Collaborators feel very close to each other.

3. Collaborators discuss their problems well.

4. Collaborators handle their differences creatively.

5. There is a good balance of time alone (i.e., individual researchwork) and together (meetings,
discussions, etc).

First of all, communication is the exchange of information to achieve a better understanding;
and collaboration is defined as the process of working together with another person to achieve
an end goal. Effective collaboration is about sharing information, knowledge, and resources to
work together through satisfactory communication. Ineffectiveness or lack of communication is
one of the biggest challenges inML+X collaboration.

Second, researchers in different disciplines meet different challenges through the process of
collaboration. Making the challenges clear to understand and finding solutions together is the
core of effective collaboration.

Third, researchers in different disciplines can collaborate only when they recognize mutual
interest and feel that the research topics they have studied in depth are very close to each other.
Collaborators must be interested in solving the same, big problem.

Fourth, collaborators must embrace their differences on concepts and methods and take ad-
vantage of them. For example, one researcher can introduce a complementarymethod to themix
of other methods that the collaborator has been using for a long time; or one can have a new,
impactful dataset and evaluation method to test the techniques proposed by the other.

Fifth, in strong collaboration, there is a balance between separateness and togetherness. Meet-
ings are an excellentuse of time forhaving integratedperspectives andproductivediscourse around
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difficult decisions. However, excessive collaboration happens when researchers are depleted by
too many meetings and emails. It can lead to inefficient, unproductive meetings. So it is impor-
tant to find a balance.

Next, I, as a computer scientist andMLexpert,will discuss twoML+X collaborativeprojects.
ML experts bring mathematical modeling and computational methods for mining knowledge
from data. The solutions usually have good generalizability; however, they still need to be tai-
lored for specialized domains or disciplines.

Example 1: ML +History

The history professor Liang Cai and I have collaborated on an international research project ti-
tled “Digital Empires: Structured Biographical and Social Network Analysis of Early Chinese
Empires.” Dr. Cai is well known for her contributions to the fields of early Chinese Empires,
Classical Chinese thought (in particular, Confucianism and Daoism), digital humanities, and
the material culture and archaeological texts of early China (Cai 2014). Our collaboration ex-
plores how digital humanities expand the horizon of historical research and help visualize the
research landscape of Chinese history. Historical research is often constrained by sources and the
human cognitive capacity for processing them. ML techniques may enhance historians’ abilities
to organize and access sources as they like. ML techniques can even create new kinds of sources
at scale for historians to interpret.

“The historians pose the research questions and visualize the project,” said Cai.
“The computer scientists can help provide new tools to process primary sources
and expand the research horizon.”

We conducted a structured biographical analysis to leverage the development of machine
learning techniques, such as neural sequence labeling and textual pattern mining, which allowed
classical sources of Chinese empires to be represented in an encoded way. The project aims to
build a digital biographical database that sorts out different attributes of all recorded historical
actors in available sources. Breaking with traditional formats, ML+History creates new oppor-
tunities and augments our way of understanding history.

First, it helps scholars, especially historians, change their research paradigm, allowing them
to generalize their arguments with sufficient examples. ML techniques can find all examples in
the data where manual investigation may miss some. Also, abnormal cases can indicate a new
discovery. As far as early Chinese empires are concerned, ML promises to automate mining and
encoding all available biographical data, which allows scholars to change the perspective fromone
person to a group of persons with shared characteristics, and to shift from analyzing examples to
relating a comprehensive history. Therefore, scholars can identify general trends efficiently and
present an information-rich picture of historical reality using ML techniques.

Second, the structureddataproducedbyMLtechniques revolutionize thequestions researchers
ask, thereby changing the research landscape. Because of the lack of efficient tools, there are nu-
merous interestingquestions scholarswould like to askbut cannot. For example, the geographical
mobility of historical actors is an intriguing question for early China, the answer to which would
show how diversified regions were integrated into a unified empire. Nevertheless, an individual
historian cannot efficiently process the massive amount of information preserved in the sources.
With ML techniques, we can generate fact tuples to sort out original geographical places of all
available historical actors and provide comprehensive data for historians to analyze.
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Figure 6.1: The graph presents a visual of the social network of officials who served in the gov-
ernment about 2,000 years ago in China. The network describes their relationships and personal
attributes.
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Patterns Mined by MLTech Extracted Relations

$PER_X …ጛ $PER_Yழ $KLG (⑬,〫,)
$PER_X was taught by $PER_Y on $KLG (knowledge) (〫,ↁၵ,)

(⋁,ၔੲ,ឃ⑷)

$PER_X ࢍ… $PER_Y (ோ㠟⊡༱,ၮឮሞ)
$PER_X was taught/mentored by $PER_Y (ჶ㬾,ᴃ)

$PER_X …ᖱ $PER_Y (ၯ,⭈㶷↲ኧ)
$PER_X taught $PER_Y (ዀ,㭮⥸)

$PER … $LOCࢁࢨ (,ᯊᡕቕ㙈)
$PER place_of_birth $LOC (ዺヽ,ᝲ㋺)

$PER㋣ $TIT (ᠮ㋺,᱓ႉ)
$PER job_title $TIT (ⅰኴ,㋨ᡕႉ)

$PER⥤ $TIT (㙈ⅴ,ጞை)
$PER job_title $TIT (ၯஒ,ࡢᄝࡢმ)

$PERẚ $TIT (ࣝⅴ,⒆)
$PER job_title $TIT (ோ㠟⊡༱,㡧ሮश)

Table 6.1: Examples of Chinese Text Extraction Patterns

Third, the project revolutionizes our reading habits. Large datasets mined from primary
sources will allow scholars to combine long-distant reading with original texts. The macro pic-
ture generated from data will aid in-depth analysis of the event against its immediate context.
Furthermore, graphics of social networks and common attributes of historical figures will change
our reading habits, transforming linear storytelling to accommodate multiple narratives (see the
above figure).

Researchers from the two sides develop collaboration through the project step by step, just
like developing a relationship formarriage. Ours started at a faculty gathering from some random
chat about our research. As the historian is open-minded toML technologies and theML expert
iswilling to create broader impact, we brainstormed ideas thatwould not have developedwithout
taking care of the five important points:

1. Communication: With our research groups, we started to meet frequently at the begin-
ning. We set up clear goals at the early stage, including expected outcomes, publication
venues, and joint proposals for funding agencies, such as the National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEH) and Notre Dame seed grant funding. Our research groups met
almost twice a week for as long as three weeks.

2. Feel very close to each other: Besides holding meetings, we exchanged our instant messenger
accounts so we could communicate faster than email. We created Google Drive space to
share readings, documents, and presentation slides. We found many tools to create “tight
relationships” between the groups at the beginning.

3. Discuss their problems well: Whenever we had misunderstandings, we discussed our prob-
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lems. Historians learned aboutwhat amachine does, what amachine can do, and generally
how amachine works toward the task. ML people learned what is interesting to historians
andwhat kind of information is valuable. We hold the principle that as the problems exist,
they make sense; any problem any other encounters is worth a discussion. We needed to
solve problems together from the moment they became our problems.

4. Handle their differences creatively: Historians are among the fewwho can read andwrite in
classical Chinese. Classical Chinese was used as thewritten language fromover 3,000 years
ago to the early 20th century. Since then, mainland China has used eitherMandarin (sim-
plifiedChinese) or Cantonese, while Taiwan has used traditional Chinese. None is similar
to classical Chinese at all. In other words, historians work on a language that no ML ex-
perts here, even those who speak modern Chinese, can understand. So we handle our lan-
guage differences “creatively” by using the translated version as the intermediate medium.
Historians have translated history books in classical Chinese into simplifiedChinese so we
can read the simplified version. Here, the idea is to let the machine learning algorithms
read both versions. We find that information extraction (i.e., finding relations from text)
andmachine translation (i.e., from classical Chinese tomodernChinese) canmutually en-
hance each other, which turns out to be one of our novel technical contributions to the
field of natural language processing.

5. Good balance of time alone and together: After the first month, since the project goal,
datasets, background knowledge, and many other aspects were clear in both sides’ minds,
we had regularmeetings in a less intensivemanner. Wemet twice or three times amonth so
that computer science students could focus on developing machine learning algorithms,
and only when significant progress was made or expert evaluation was needed would we
schedule a quick appointment with Prof. Liang Cai.

So far, we have published peer-reviewed papers on the topic of information extraction and
entity retrieval in classical Chinese history books using ML (Ma et al. 2019; Zeng et al. 2019).
We have also submitted joint proposals with the above work as preliminary results to NEH.

Example 2: ML + Psychology

I am working with Drs. Ross Jacobucci and Brooke Ammerman in psychology to apply ML to
understand mental health problems and suicidal intentions. Suicide is a serious public health
problem; however, suicides are preventable with timely, evidence-based interventions. Social me-
dia platforms have been serving users who are experiencing real-time suicidal crises with hopes of
receiving peer support. To better understand the helpfulness of peer support occurring online,
we characterize the content of both a user’s post and corresponding peer comments occurring
on a social media platform and present an empirical example for comparison. We have designed
a new topic-model-based approach to finding topics of users and peer posts from the social me-
dia forum data. The key advantages include: (i) modeling both the generative process of each
type of corpora (i.e., user posts and peer comments) and the associations between them, and (ii)
using phrases, which aremore informative and less ambiguous thanwords alone, to represent so-
cial media posts and topics. We evaluated the method using data from Reddit’s r/SuicideWatch
community.
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Figure 6.2: Screenshot of r/SuicideWatch on Reddit.

We examined how the topics of user and peer posts were associated and how this information
influenced the perceivedhelpfulness of peer support. Then,we applied structural topicmodeling
to data collected from individuals with a history of suicidal crisis as a means to validate findings.
Our observations suggest that effective modeling of the association between the two lines of top-
ics can uncover helpful peer responses to online suicidal crises, notably providing the suggestion
of pursuing professional help. Our technology can be applied to “paired” corpora inmany appli-
cations such as tech support forums and question-answering sites.

This project started from a talk I gave at the psychology graduate seminar. The fun thing is
that Dr. Jacobucci was not able to attend the talk. Another psychology professor who attended
my talk asked constructive questions and mentioned my research to Dr. Jacobucci when they
met later. SoDr. Jacobucci droppedme an email, and we had coffee together. Cross-disciplinary
research often starts from something that sounds like developing a relationship. Because, again,
the psychologists are open-minded to ML technologies and the ML expert is willing to create
broader impact, we successfully brainstormed ideas when we had coffee, but this would not have
developed into long-term collaboration without the following efforts: (1) Communicate inten-
sively between research groups at the early stage. We had multiple meetings a week to make the
goals clear. (2) Get students involved in the process. When my graduate student received more
and more advice from the psychology professors and students, the connections between the two
groups became stronger. (3) Discuss the challenges in our fields very well. We analyzed together
whether machine learning would be capable of addressing the challenges in mental health. We
also analyzed whether domain experts could be involved in the loop of machine learning algo-
rithms. (4) Handle our differences. We separately presented our research and then found times
towork together to put sets of slides together based onone commonvision and goal. (5)After the
first month, only hold meetings when discussion is needed or there is an approaching deadline
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for either paper or proposal.
We have enjoyed our collaboration and the power of cross-disciplinary research. Our joint

work is under review atNature Palgrave Communications. We have also submitted joint propos-
als to NIH with this work as preliminary results (Jiang et al. 2020).

Conclusions

In this essay, I used a metaphor comparing cross-disciplinaryML research to “happy marriages.”
I discussed five characteristics they share. Specifically, I presented the top strengths of produc-
ing successful cross-disciplinary ML research: (1) Partners are satisfied with communication. (2)
Partners feel very close to each other. (3) Partners discuss their problems well. (4) Partners han-
dle their differences creatively. (5) There is a good balance of time alone (i.e., individual research
work) and together (meetings, discussions, etc). While every project is different and will produce
its own challenges, my experience of collaborating with historians and psychologists according
to the happy marriage metaphor suggests that it is a simple and strong paradigm that could help
other interdisciplinary projects develop into successful, long-term collaborations.
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